Field Experience Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ)

Important note: Please consult this list before emailing a professor or placement office with any questions regarding field experiences. All links below can also be found at the OEDCP website, which is the best resource for finding answers to all of these questions and more at the click of a button: https://louisville.edu/education/field-placement

COMPLETE LIST OF HOW-TO VIDEOS

The videos below will help you navigate several required processes. These links can also be found in the answers they apply to below:

- Complete Paperwork Overview: https://youtu.be/jl0ExNhTk9I
- Field Experience Log How-To: https://youtu.be/6mjeV9Nev1Y
- Field Experience Orientation: https://youtu.be/STVFnz2Za3o
- How to Digitally Sign in Adobe: https://youtu.be/J_fiu2hKvV4o

BACKGROUND CHECKS

- What are the different background checks required and how do I complete them?
  In order to observe in JCPS schools, students will need to complete a volunteer background check, a state-level background check ($10, must be renewed every 5 years), and a Child Abuse and Neglect (CAN) check ($10, must be renewed every year).
  Directions on completing each of these checks can be found at the following link: https://youtu.be/jl0ExNhTk9I Note that you can use the timestamps in the description to find the segment that you need.

- How long are background checks good for?
  The JCPS paid volunteer background check (through MySchoolBucks) expires after five years.
  The CAN check expires every year, so students must keep track to ensure theirs is up-to-date.
  The free JCPS volunteer check never expires.

- Does my background check for [other job] carry over to JCPS?
  Unfortunately, all background checks must be processed through the JCPS system – no checks from other jobs or volunteer work will be accepted. The exception to this rule is if the student is already a JCPS substitute teacher – if this is the case, students should inform both their course instructor and the placement office.

- Will my CAN check automatically be sent in to JCPS for processing?
  NO, your CAN check is the only documentation that must be manually uploaded to the JCPS portal. The process for downloading your report and uploading it to JCPS can be found here: https://drive.google.com/file/d/15c184HrwlglO2qOz4f0YS9mi2YXQ0IJs/view?usp=sharing

FIELD EXPERIENCE HOURS
- Can I count hours for more than one course?
No, students cannot “double dip” field experience hours. If students are taking two courses that require hours, students must obtain separate hours for each course. This means that if course A requires 18 hours and course B requires 12 hours, students should have at least 30 hours by the end of the semester.

- How many hours do I need to be placed into student teaching?
In order to be admitted into student teaching, students must obtain a minimum of 200 hours of field experiences. These 200 hours must involve experience at all grade levels and include a minimum of 1 hour each in the following areas: classroom observations, student tutoring, experience with parents, participation in a PLC meeting, attending an SBDM meeting, attending a board meeting, and helping teachers or other school professionals.

- What is my deadline to complete hours? What are session 1 and session 2?
All hours that are required through a course must be completed by the end of the semester at the very latest (although students should check with their professor, as their requirements may vary). If a student does not obtain the required number of hours by the deadline, they are at risk of failing the course and need to schedule a meeting with their professor to discuss options.

For students in EDTP 107 or EDTP 201, the semester is divided into two observation sessions of approx. 5 weeks in length. Students will be placed at a different school for each session. Therefore, students should complete roughly half of the required course hours by the end of each session so as to obtain the total required hours by the end of the semester. Note that students cannot observe in a host teacher’s classroom after the end of the first session, even if they need to make up hours.

- What happens if I don’t obtain my hours in time?
Students are given plenty of time throughout the course of the semester to obtain field experience hours. Students in EDTP 107 or EDTP 201 will have two different sessions in which to complete hours, with each session accounting for approximately half of the total required hours. Students are not permitted to observe between session 1 and session 2, nor are they permitted to return to their session 1 placement after session 2 has begun. Students that do not obtain required hours either in a single session or overall risk failing the course, although this is up the individual professor’s discretion.

FIELD PLACEMENTS

- Can I choose or request my own placement? Can I observe with a friend/parent/family member?
Placement rules and regulations are strictly followed in order to meet state requirements. As such, students are not permitted to choose or request a placement site or teacher. In addition, students are not permitted to observe with a friend, parent, or family member under any circumstances. If a student is placed at a school or with a teacher that is a friend, parent, or family member, they need to inform their course instructor at once so that they can be re-placed in a different setting.

- Why was I placed at a grade level that doesn’t match with my major?
In order to enter into student teaching and eventually graduate with their education degree, students are required to obtain hours at all grade levels – elementary, middle, and high – regardless of major. Time spent observing in a grade level outside of a student’s certification area should be seen as a learning experience that will only enrich their future teaching career. Courses taken later on in the degree program will involve placements more specific to the student's major.

- **What should I do if my placement teacher doesn’t respond to my email?**
  Our mentor teachers are very busy individuals. Students should wait at least 3 school days (M-F) before sending up a follow up email to the original request. If the student still hasn’t received a response 3 school days after the follow up email (meaning a minimum of 6 school days have passed after the student’s first email), they can reach out to the placement office for further assistance.

- **Can I observe a substitute teacher if my placement teacher is absent?**
  Yes, students can absolutely observe a substitute teacher! Just be sure to obtain the substitute teacher’s signature on the field experience log at the end of the day so that those hours are counted.

- **What if I am having a conflict with my placement teacher?**
  A student having a conflict with their placement teacher should notify their professor and the placement office immediately. The situation can then be handled appropriately.

- **What should I wear to my field experience placement?**
  We recommend that all field experience students dress business casual for their observations. This means no jeans, flip flops, hoodies, baseball caps, or athleisure wear. Dress pants and a collared shirt, a modest dress, or long skirt and blouse are great option. This dress code applies even if the classroom teacher is more casual in appearance. Students are reminded that they never know who they will meet in the school building during observations, and maintaining a professional appearance is key to a positive first impression!

- **Where do I park in the school?**
  Most schools have visitor parking that a field experience student can use for their observations. However, this varies by the school. A student should ask their placement teacher via email before the first observation about where to park. Please note that some schools in downtown Louisville such as Manual and Noe will tow your car if parked improperly, so it’s important to ask beforehand to avoid an expensive situation.

- **What do I do as soon as I get to the school?**
  A field experience student should arrive to the school with their student ID in hand and make their way to the front office. There, the student should notify the school secretary (or whomever is at the front desk) of their name and the teacher they are there to observe. The secretary should then direct the student on where to go. Students should expect that some schools may require them to sign in and/or wear a visitor pass while on school grounds.

**FIELD LOGS**

- **How do I find/fill out a field log?**
  Field logs and the how-to field experience log video can both be found on the OEDCP website and at the following links:
What is the difference between an SBDM and School Board Meeting?

A school board meeting takes place at the district level and involves the board of education and attendees from a variety of schools. These meetings typically happen at least once a month, although they can be more frequent. The school board meeting schedule can be found at: https://www.jefferson.kyschools.us/about/leadership/board-education

A school based decision meeting (SBDM) takes place at the school level and also often meets once a month. This council is responsible for school-specific policy and decisions, such as dress code or hallway procedures. A student can ask their placement teacher or a school administrator for information about the next meeting for that school.

What should I do with my field logs after a course is over?

Students should keep all field logs (or copies of their field logs) in a safe location until they graduate from U of L. Just prior entering into student teaching, students will be required to produce these logs as proof that they have completed at least 200 field experience hours as required by state regulations. If a student loses any or all of their field logs and cannot provide proof of 200 hours, they will be required to make up those hours.

Keep in mind that neither professors nor the placement office retain hours of student field logs. U of L recommends use of a program such as CamScanner in order to have a digital backup of all logs in the event the paper ones are lost.

What is the Infinite Campus number? Where do I find it?

The Infinite Campus number is the number that your mentor teacher will have attached to their class (for elementary) or specific class period (for middle/high school) in the Infinite Campus system. Typically, this is the number that appears next to the class name in when looking at the roster or grades in Infinite Campus and appears like “18391839- ADV CALC”. This number is useful when entering your information into KFETS, as it will automatically populate demographic information for that class into the system. Without the number, you will have to enter this information in manually using your best judgement. Infinite Campus numbers are therefore not strictly required, but they will be helpful. Field experiences outside of a JCPS classroom will not have an Infinite Campus number.

HUG AND GGC QUESTIONS

I’m in the HUG program. How do I obtain a signature for my log?

The Help Us Grow (HUG) reading program does not sign student field logs. Instead, students should complete logs as usual and leave the mentor teacher signature area blank. At the end of the semester, students participating in the HUG program will be issued a certificate that details the total hours spent tutoring with the program as well as a signature from a program official. This certificate should be
attached to the field logs as proof of signature and submitted with the rest of the field logs just prior to student teaching.

- I signed up for the HUG program but haven’t heard anything back. Why?
  Emails from HUG often end up in Spam email folders due to the type of email management system the organization uses. Student should ensure they check this folder regularly for important updates and trainings. If a student needs to reach out to HUG for any issues, they can send an email to volunteer@hugreadingprogram.org.

- I’m taking part in GGC. Who do I contact if I have any issues or am out with an illness?
  Global Game Changers (GGC) is an outside organization that U of L partners with for field experiences. Students should therefore contact GGC directly, and not the placement office, if they will miss their scheduled tutoring session. Please note that GGC relies on student punctuality and responsibility in order to maintain their program, so students should make every effort to email GGC sooner rather than later if they know they will be out. The current GGC contact is Alyssa Zediker, azediker@globalgamechangers.org.